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JUNGLE MEDICINEl 
BY 

DEREK TACCHI 

DURING the years 1949-50 I served with the R.A.M.C. in Malaya and for a 
period was RM.O. to -' - Field Regt. R.A, an operational unit acting as 
Infantry. The following is an account of my everyday life at that time. I 
trust that my contemporaries of that period will be generous in their criticism. 

The Regiment was operating in Negri Sembilan, a state in Southern Malaya 
and its H.Q. at Tampin lay 30 miles inland from the historic port of Malacca. 
The operatiQnal area was 4,000 square miles of jungle through which ran the 
"Penine" range of hills that traverses the Western half of the Peninsular. Regi
mental strength was divided into an H.Q. Coy. and three independent 
operational Batteries scattered throughout the area about 40 to 50 miles apart. 
The Troops under my care were entirely British but 1 also acted as "doctor" 

, to neighbouring units of Gurkha and Malaya Troops who had no R.M.O. 
During operations I lived with the outlying Batteries, only coming down to 
Tampin about once weekly for conferences with the C.O. and to deal with the 
ever increasing mound of paper which is the lot of every Army M.O. 

Mine was a "roving commission" and I literally "lived out of a suitcase" 
during that period for I was constantly on the move between the Batteries, 
never spending more than two nights with anyone of them. In a way I acted 
as the Regiment's "grape-vine""alld was the means of carrying news of opera
tional successes, promotions and Regimental gossip from camp to camp~ I 
kept in touch with all units by wireless and had my own WIT. set mounted 
on my jeep. A call for "Sunray" would find Biaggi, my batman-driver, and 
myself on the road in a very few minutes. We had to be constantly prepared 
to move at any time and our road average was in the nature of 500 miles a 
week. I always carried an emergency bag containing shell dressings, bandages, 
morphia, plasma and a giving set; also an ordinary medical bag with the 
usual diagnostic instruments (an auriscope was invaluable) and common drugs. 
Both Biaggi and I were armed as there was always pres~nt the danger of 
ambush, the traditional red cross being by no means respected by the guerillas. 
Certain roads through the wilder regions were especially dangerous and when 
travelling on them I had an armoured car as escort. , 

At each unit I equipped a small tent as an M.l. room and trained an 
orderly, to take charge of it. The tent contained a dressing table on which 

lReprinted by kind permission of the Author and of the Editor, The University of Durham 
Medical Gazette, Vol. li5, June 1951. 
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stood the supply of medicines, drugs and bandages, two beds for tempor:ary 
nursing of cases not considered ill. enough for hospitalization and a simple' 
washstand. The orderly lived in the tent and it was his job to keep it always
in scrupulous order. The units usually went out on jungle patrol for three 
or four days at a stretch and my visits were timed to coincide with the returIi 
of these patrols. The first thing I did was to hoid a "foot inspection," as the 
troops' feet, cO:Q.stantly encased in jungle boots, alternately. wet and dry and 
made to _ march through 30 mile~ of thick jungle, were often badly battered. 
Then after they had washed and eaten I held the traditional sick parade. 

The majority of one's patients were suffering from .some skin complaint. 
Commonly seen was tinea of the body, groin and feet, the latter requiring 
prompt treatment or the soldier would soon become a "write-off" as far as his 

, Unit was concerned. Hence the importance of foot inspections. Almost :as 
frequent was pemphigus contagiosus, a vesicular eruption of the axilla and belt 
region due to friction in a sweaty highly infected area. Acne vulgaris as a 
rule behaved very badly in the Malayan climate-the best prophylaxis being 
to devolp a good sun tan. Otitis externa was a very common a.nd exceedingly 
troublesome complaint. I found the most effective treatment was daily swab
bingand removal of debris, followed by the insertlon ofa mag. sulpho wick 
until the redema had gone and then daily. wicks of 5 per cent aluminium 
acetate. Hyperidrosis was controlled by daily foot hygiene, 1/8,000 Pot. perman. 
footsoaks and the liberal use of foot powder. The men were encouraged to 
wear "chuplees," a type of sandal, when off' duty. Impetigenous and sycotic 
rashes of the face and scalp were much in evidence and if not promptly 
treated spread with great rapidity. I used Lotio d'alibour to soak off crusts 
and then applied Quinolor ointment or alternately Lassar's paste with 2 per cent 
gentian violet. Penicillin in saline sprayed over the affected areas often resulted 
in a rapid cure but unfortunately this antibiotic was not always available. 

Other common ailments were acute follicular tonsillitis, which responded' 
well- to sulphonamides; acute diarrhreas, fortunately mainly bacillary; the 
amrebic type for some strange reason seemed to pick out the medical officers and 
I, myself, spent six weeks in B.M.H., Singapore; as a result. 

Short-term fevers lasting two to five days were common and often the
retiology was never discovered. Some said they were a type of dengue fever
but this was accepted with reservation. I had on an average only two or three
cases of malaria per month; mainly B.t., as the men took a daily prophylactic 
tablet of Paludrine. Towards the end of my time in Malaya, however, we 
began to come across strains of B.T. malaria that were Paludrine resistant and 
the Institute of Medical Research (Malaya) were c011-ducting field trials for th~s' 
problem. _ 

Of major illnesses I had were two cases of Leptospiral jaundice. one fatal 
and two of a virus encephalitis which at first was thoue-ht to be poliomyelitis' 
and caused ql!ite a "stir," :and incidentally a good deal of labour for myself. 

Jungle sores were a great nuisance. They_ usually developed fram untreated" 
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cuts, abrasions or leech bites, and often proved very resistant to treatment. 
Inadequate epithelial proliferation was cJ:aracteristic even when a healthy 
granulation tissue base had been formed. _ 

Finally, some of the men developed a "Tropical Neurasthenia" due to the 
nervous strain of constant patrols in a dangerous terrain and an exhausting 
climate. I usually sent such' cases down to the Regiment's rest camp at Kam
pong Tanjong Bidara, on the West coast just North of Malacca. Here a 
bungalow, on the edge of a long stretch of palm lined beach, housed the men 
and they spent their days swimming, sunbathing and generally being lazy. 
After a week or two h.ere they returned to duty bronz<;d and fit and once more 
mentally alert. 

Life consisted of long periods of relative inactivity but when an emergency 
arose we could be mobile in a very few minutes. One day it would be an urgent ' 
call for help from an isolated police post, which was being attacked by bandit 
forces. I would grab my emergency bag and pile into a truck as it moved out 
of camp fast in pursuitorf the Battery Commander's jeep'already 100 yards away 
and moving :up into top gear. A breathtaking journey followed along narrow 
roads and tracks as the driver with consummate skill flung his, heavy truck at 
the winding bends and through the half-light of deep cuttings. Slowin.,g down 
just short of the police-post a reco~naissance patrol spread out ahead to investi
gate. Often the attackers had dispersed into the jungle and then a whistle blast 
from the Battalion Commander summoned me to the post where a Malayan 
constable with a broad grin showing around clenched teeth lay on the concrete 
floor-a bullet through his thigh! After giving him morphia, dressing the 
wound and splinting his leg I would move off with him to the nearest civilian 
hospital, 20 miles distant, where he was duly handed over to the civilian M.O. 

Often at night I would bring sick or injured men out of the jungle area'by , 
"rail-jeep." This was an ordinary General Service jeep with bevelled iron 
wheels to fit the Malayan railroad track. The patrol would bring out their man 
at the nearest point on the track and thell,: wireless to base for him to be picked 
up. It was ah eerie experience, driving down the narrow; single trac~ surrounded 
by the enveloping shadow, of the jungle except where the twin cones of our 
headlights showed up the complex detail of its formation in bright relief. The 
only sound above the "clackety-clack" of the wheels was the constant humming 
of the "cicada" in the trees. 

Another time a convoy, ambushed at the top of a near-by pass, would send 
out the, SOS. W ewould dash off in armoured cars making for the pass at 
top speed despite' precipitous bends in the road. We would arrive whilst a 
fierceengagenlent was taking pbce (between the guerillas, eritrenched behind 
the natural camouflage of the high bank and our troops, making what use they 
could of their vehicles 'or a ditch, as cover. Our arrival was usually 'the signa:! 
f6r 'the bandit forces to melt into the jungle as they respected the two-pounder 
gun which the' armoured car carried. . Our casualties were often serious after 
such incidents' and I found that the "cyrettes" of morphia which I carrie9. 

.\ 
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invaluable, as the drug could be injected quickly and efficiently. My plasma 
and giving set came into action many times asa badly injured man was often 
30 miles from the nearest hospital. After giving First Aid on the spot I moved 
the casualties to the nearest Civilian Hospital, usually of the "cDttage" type and 
having 30 to 40 beds. Here resuscitation was given, the wounds dressed and 
penicillin given. I started prophylactic sulphonamides on the journey back 

• from the ,ambush. When the wounded had recover'ed sufficiently from shock 
to travel I moved them by ambulance to the Base Hospital at Kuala Lumpur. 
A jDurney of over 50 miles and taking three hours. 

All these incidents illustrate that EVACUATION was the keywDrd in dealing 
with casualties. Those sustaining injuries in the depths of the jungle were not 
so fortunate. A patrol which was three days "in" could not bring a casualty 
out in under 36 hours, even with forced marching. The going was very tough, 
the country uneven and very often a track had to be cut thrDugh the under
growtp with "parang" and "matchet." The injured man had to be carried 
Dn . an improvised litter and the narrDW trail only allowed one bearer at each 
end. .. By day the leeches and by night mosquitoes attacked the naked flesh, 
and when it rained ;a sheet of water descended from above drenching all- in a 
matter of seconds. It was tough for a casualty-but SO were the men, and 
many sur~ived this Spartan treatment. All one could do on these occasions 
was to relieve pain with morphia, dress the wounds with penicillin powder ,and 
prevent dehydration by giving salt and water. 

Of recent months helicopters have been used to evacuate these men, 
descending in jungle clearings like great vultures. The casualty is placed on a 
stretcher fitted toa special container on the fuselage and in this he travels in_ 

. relative cDmfort direct to Base Hospital. This is a great step forward and h,as 
long been needed. 

To return to base after such a spell of "jungle bashing" was heavenly, but, 
to splash in a shower ',and wash away four days accumuJation of sweat and 
dirt; to sit down to a plate of steak and chips after our twice daily diet of curry 
and rice whilst on patrol; to drink deeply of a jug of cool ale and wash away 
the taste of brackish salted water; to sleep once again between sheets-all this 
was divine! One's tent was a veritable palace on these occasions. 

For operational troops the War in Malaya is hard and exhausting. They 
have to be ever vigilant during day after day of endless patrolling with only an 
occasional action. One heard the usual army grumbles but these men were 
constantly cheerful and got down to the job despite many difficulties. These. 
ordinary Britons who had become jungle veterans protecting the interests of 
·our country abroad deserve nothing but the best-which I am grieved to say 
they did not always get. 

I consider it a great honour to have served with them and I have nothing 
but admiration for what they have done and are still doing . 

• 
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